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Assembly instruction | Installation units for machine cleaning

Observe the care instructions in the Technical Information „Units for screed and hollow floors“  (Chapter „Protection class“).

Round cartridge units with butt edge made of stainless steel. Outer diameter of 305 mm as dummy and tube cassette unit. 
Suitable for floor coverings with a thickness of 22 mm and for cleaning with floor cleaning machines. Height-adjustable from 110 
to 165 mm.

Remove the cartridge from the levelling 
from the levelling device. Place the 
levelling device in the Place the levelling 
device in the floor opening and fix the 
levelling feet to the unfinished floor with 
nail plugs.

Loosely attach both ladders to the 
frame screws loosely to the frame and 
after and tighten them after inserting 
the tighten them after inserting the 
unit mountings. Make the earthing 
connection.

Adjust the installation frame to the 
height of the Adjust to the height of 
the finished floor. Seal the expansion 
joint all around with cork or sealing 
compound.

Insert the device casing into the ladder. 
Install cover.

Open the tube cover counterclockwise 
with a 10 mm Allen key.

To snap the lid firmly into the unit, use 
the tube outlet as a tool. Put the outlet 
on upside down, use the tube cover and 
turn it clockwise until the cover locks 
into place.
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Observe the care instructions in the Technical Information „Units for screed and hollow floors“  (Chapter „Protection class“).

The unit is sealed watertight by a combi-
nation of rubber rubber seal and lugs 
underneath the cover. These lugs fix the 
cassette firmly to the frame.

Turn the tube outlet upside down, insert 
into the opening and complete with the 
complete with the tube cover. Observe 
the care instructions and potential 
equalisation.

General notes 
Application with floor cleaning ma-
chines requires a cassette with degree 
of protection IP 66 or higher. Levelling 
devices of all round cassette installation 
units are identical in construction. The 
floor covering depth must be observed.
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